Mutations in the gene encoding the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator protein (CFTR) cause cystic fibrosis (CF), the most common life-shortening genetic disease among Caucasians. Although general features of the structure of CFTR have been predicted from homology models, the conformational changes that result in channel opening and closing have yet to be resolved. We created new closed-and open-state homology models of CFTR, and performed targeted molecular dynamics simulations of the conformational transitions in a channel opening event. The simulations predict a conformational wave that starts at the nucleotide binding domains and ends with the formation of an open conduction pathway. Changes in side-chain interactions are observed in all major domains of the protein, and experimental confirmation was obtained for a novel intra-protein salt bridge that breaks near the end of the transition. The models and simulation add to our understanding of the mechanism of ATP-dependent gating in this disease-relevant ion channel.
Introduction
CFTR, the protein defective in Cystic Fibrosis (CF), is a large transmembrane protein belonging to the ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporter superfamily [1, 2] . This ATP-gated chloride ion channel plays a central role in ion and water movement across epithelia [3, 4] . Loss of CFTR function leads to the impaired mucociliary clearance and consequent chronic airway infection seen in CF patients [5] , whereas excessive enterotoxin-mediated activation of CFTR can result in secretory diarrhea [6] .
Characteristic of its ABC transporter heritage [2, 7] , CFTR has a domain architecture comprising two membrane-spanning domains (MSD1 and MSD2), each containing six transmembrane a-helices (enumerated TM1-TM12), and two cytosolic nucleotide binding domains (NBD1 and NBD2). Unique among ABC transporters, CFTR also has a cytosolic regulatory (R) domain that is the primary site of protein kinase A-mediated phosphorylation, required for channel activation.
In most ABC transporters, ATP binding at the two NBDs results in the formation of a head-to-tail NBD dimer that drives a conformational change in the whole protein which enables membrane transport [8] . Unlike most other ABC proteins, however, CFTR shows significant disparity in both the sequence and function of the two NBDs. Whereas the second composite ATP-binding site (formed at the interface between the Walker motifs in NBD2 and the signature sequence in NBD1) is capable of both ATP binding and hydrolysis, the first composite ATP-binding site (formed at the interface between the Walker motifs in NBD1 and the signature sequence in NBD2) is thought to have poor hydrolytic activity, engaging in stable interactions that retain the nucleotide at the binding site [9] . Conformational transitions in CFTR are therefore thought to involve at least four distinct states: 1) C0: an apo closed-channel state where both nucleotide-binding sites are empty and the NBDs are completely dissociated; 2) C1: a closed-channel state where the first ATP-binding site is occupied and the NBDs are partially dimerized; 3) C2: a strained transition state where the NBDs are fully dimerized but the channel is still closed to conduction; and 4) O: an open-channel state with tightly dimerized NBDs in which both of the binding sites contain ATP.
CFTR is unique in being the only ABC protein known to serve as an ion channel, rather than exclusively as a transporter that might function by means of an ''alternating access'' cycle where the substrate binding pocket is alternately exposed to the cytoplasmic and extracellular spaces [10] . The structural basis for this remarkable departure in function in CFTR has not yet been fully elucidated. While high-resolution X-ray crystal structures of the nucleotide binding domains exist [11] [12] [13] , structural information on the MSDs and the unique-to-CFTR R domain has been scarce, with only low-resolution NMR and cryo-EM electron density maps currently available [14, 15] . However, since ATP binding and tight NBD dimerization are necessary for channel opening [16] , it has been hypothesized that CFTR evolved from a degraded ABC exporter whose ATP-bound outward-facing state (equivalent to the state in which the substrate binding pocket faces the extracellular space) corresponds to the open CFTR channel [17] . Due to the low ATP turnover rate at NBD1, the dominant closed channel conformation is thought to be the partial-dimer C1 state, although the fully dissociated C0 state is also likely to be closed to ion conduction.
The elucidation of the complete structure of the bacterial multidrug transporter Sav1866 in an outward-facing pose [18] led to its use as a template for several homology models of the CFTR open channel state [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Due to low sequence homology between ABC transporters in the MSDs (,20%), the transmembrane segments of CFTR are the most difficult to align to the Sav1866 template. This is unfortunate, since these constitute the conduction pore and are therefore critical to the protein's function as an ion channel. While these models have been validated to some degree (particularly at the interface between the NBDs and the MSDs [19] ), a close investigation reveals discrepancies between their predicted pore structures and those expected from the available experimental data on CFTR function (see Results and Discussion sections for further details).
It also has been suggested that the inward-facing apo state of the typical ABC transporter may correspond to the C0 closed channel in CFTR. Mornon et al. [22] proposed such a structure based on homology modeling using as template a corrected X-ray crystal structure of the bacterial ABC lipid flippase MsbA [25] . However, this template suffered from poor resolution (5.5 Å ), compounding the problem of alignment described above, and making it more difficult to determine the accuracy of their homology model. Recently, Furukawa-Hagiya et al. [26] used the high resolution, nucleotide-free, inward-facing crystal structure of mouse Pglycoprotein [27] as a template for another CFTR closed state homology model.
Here we report new homology models of the open and closed states of CFTR which address the problems described above. We used experimentally derived constraints to create a Sav1866-based model of the CFTR channel in what would be equivalent to the major open channel state (hereafter referred to as O-CFTR) that better conforms to the best available experimental predictions about the structure of the ion conduction pathway. We also created a closed state CFTR model (C0-CFTR), equivalent to the state where the NBDs are fully dissociated, using (like FurukawaHagiya et al. [26] ) the high-resolution nucleotide-free inwardfacing crystal structure of murine P-glycoprotein [27] as a template. We then performed targeted molecular dynamics (TMD) simulations to investigate the conformational changes that may underlie the gating transition in CFTR. We analyzed our trajectory for the formation and dissociation of novel amino acid side chain interactions that may help to stabilize CFTR structure, and obtained experimental validation for a novel salt bridge predicted by our simulations.
Results

New Homology Model of the Open CFTR Channel
We created a homology model of the open-channel state of CFTR (without the R-domain) based on a Sav1866 template using MODELLER [28] . Due to low sequence homology (particularly in the MSDs), primary structure alone could not be used to generate a reliable alignment. Instead, a combination of secondary structure predictions, hydropathy analysis, and pore accessibility indicators were incorporated into the alignment (final alignment of the MSDs is given in Figure S1 (a)). Soft semi-harmonic restraints were manually added between particular residues in order to ensure that established salt bridges and distance constraints derived from disulfide crosslinking experiments in CFTR double cysteine mutants were satisfied (for a list of homology modeling restraints used, see Table S1 ). Ten such models were generated and energy-minimized using a simulated annealing protocol, then ranked based on maintenance of the established R347-D924 [29] and R352-D993 [30] salt bridges, and accessibility of residues in TM6 and TM12 predicted to be pore-lining. The model that best fit these criteria (designated O-CFTR) was chosen for further study ( Figure 1A) .
By design, the O-CFTR model contains several structural features expected to be found in the real CFTR structure. The established R352-D993 and R347-D924 salt bridge residue pairs are observed in our model to have side chains oriented toward each other with distances ,5 Å between their interacting guanidinium and carboxyl groups ( Figure 1B) . In addition, a review of the surface accessibility status of predicted pore-lining residues in the critical TM6 [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] and TM12 [17, 31, 36, [44] [45] [46] helices (Figure 2 ) reveals that the single snapshot represented by O-CFTR has more of these residues exposed to the aqueous conduction pore than several previous open-state models, including those of Serohijos et al. [19] , Mornon et al [20] , Dalton et al. [24] , and the 5 ns snapshot of the 30 ns molecular dynamics (MD) simulation obtained from Norimatsu et al. [23] . Of 18 residues expected to be pore-accessible based on cysteine scanning and open pore blocker experiments, 12 were predicted to be accessible (.20% surface area accessible to solvent [47] ) in our model ( Figure 2B ). Decreased sensitivity to open pore blockers by mutations at V350 [43] have suggested its important role in CFTR channel structure, but none of the Sav1866-based models, including the current model, show it to be accessible from the pore. V1147 on TM12, also thought to be pore-accessible [43, 45] , is similarly buried in all the models. This suggests that the effects of mutations at V350 and V1147 are indirect, or that a departure of CFTR structure from the Sav1866 template exists at the cytosolic end of the transmembrane region. Indeed, a drawback of our model is that there is no clear entrance to the transmembrane pore from the cytoplasmic end, a consequence of the alternating-access exporter function of the Sav1866 template which is shared by most existing homology models of the open CFTR channel.
Close inspection of the pore structure in the transmembrane region of our O-CFTR model reveals it to be continuously larger than 3.6 Å (the diameter of a dehydrated chloride ion [48] ), indicative of an open channel ( Figure 2A) . We note the existence of a narrow region, centered upon S341 in TM6 and T1134 in TM12, which separates the transmembrane pore into an inner and outer vestibule. This pore architecture is consistent with recent predicted models [23, 24] , as well as with experimental evidence suggesting the existence of a wide inner vestibule capable of binding pore-occluding blockers [49] , the narrowing of the pore in the region of S341 [23] , and of the functional role of S341 in anion selectivity in CFTR [32] .
New Homology Model of the Closed CFTR Channel
In addition to a Sav1866-based open state model, we also created a model of the proposed nucleotide-free closed state of CFTR using the inward-facing X-ray crystal structure of murine P-glycoprotein (P-gp) [27] as a template. Prior to generating a sequence alignment between CFTR and P-gp, we noted a discrepancy in the sizes of the extracellular loops (ECLs) in the P-gp structure and our proposed O-CFTR model. In particular, ECL1 between TM1 and TM2 in P-gp (,41 residues long) was much larger than ECL1 in O-CFTR (,12 residues), but similar in length to ECL4 between TM7 and TM8 in O-CFTR (,33 residues) ( Figure S2 ). Therefore, in order to facilitate modeling, like Furukawa-Hagiya et al. [26] we chose to use P-gp's MSD1 as a template for CFTR's MSD2 and vice versa. A similar procedure to that used in generating the open state model was then followed, creating a sequence alignment between CFTR and mouse P-gp and manually adjusting it to ensure a topological match between the O-CFTR model already generated and the closed state model (final alignment of the MSDs is given in Figure S1(b) ). The final closed state homology model (C0-CFTR, Figure 1C ) was created in MODELLER, and validated for stereochemical quality using PROCHECK [50] .
As may be expected from the structure of the P-gp template, the NBDs in C0-CFTR are completely dissociated, and the MSDs tilt toward each other to form a constriction near the extracellular end of the transmembrane region. This gate, comprised of the extracellular-end residues in TM6, TM12, TM1 and TM7 along with ECL1, ECL3, ECL4, and ECL6, and perhaps with contributions from N-linked glycans (not modeled) in ECL4, provides an effective barrier to permeation, consistent with the observation that the CFTR channel is closed in the absence of NBD dimerization.
State-Dependent Accessibility of R334C
The arginine at position 334 on TM6 lies at the outer mouth of the pore, and has been suggested to play a role in attracting anions [33, 34] . It has been observed, however, that modification of cysteine mutants at this site (R334C) occurs only in the closed state, with the site apparently being inaccessible when the channel is open [51] [52] [53] . Norimatsu et al [53] have suggested that this state-dependent accessibility may be due to movement of residues neighboring R334, and a comparison of this region in our two models provides support for this hypothesis ( Figure 3) . In an open state O-CFTR model in which the arginine at position 334 was mutated to a cysteine in silico, R334C is buried by many of its neighboring residues in ECL3 and is found to have a fractional solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) of only 3.8%. By comparison, the C0-CFTR model presents R334C in a relatively exposed conformation, with 32.9% of its surface area accessible to solvent. This increased accessibility may translate to the higher observed rates of reaction of R334C with extracellular sulfhydryl-modifying reagents in the closed state. A similar SASA analysis of the C0-CFTR and O-CFTR models with the native arginine residue reveals that this position may exhibit similar state-dependent accessibility in wildtype CFTR ( Figure S3 ). Residues are assigned colors as follows: MSD1 is colored red-orange; NBD1 green; MSD2 blue-green; and NBD2 blue. We note tight dimerization between the two NBDs, and a separation in the two ''wings'' of the MSDs in the transmembrane and extracellular regions. B: Close-ups of the residue pairs R347-D924 and R352-D993. The current model agrees with experimental data on salt bridge interactions between the arginine (red spheres) and aspartate (yellow spheres) residues in each of these pairs. Side chain distances between guanidinium N and carboxyl O atoms in these pairs are 4.6 Å (R347-D924) and 3.7 Å (R352-D993), respectively. C: Front and side views of a ribbon representation of the C0-CFTR model based on the P-gp crystal structure template. The same coloring scheme as in part A was followed. In this model, the NBDs are widely separated, with no separation of the ''wings'' in the extracellular region that constitutes a gate to ion conduction. A wide cytosolic vestibule could allow binding of large pore blockers as well as large substrates such as glutathione. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0074574.g001
We employed TMD simulations to generate one possible molecular trajectory of a channel opening event, a prediction which was then confirmed by experiment. Our initial simulation system consisted of the C0-CFTR homology model embedded in a POPC lipid bilayer membrane patch and solvated in a 150 mM KCl solution with explicit TIP3P water molecules [54] ( Figure S4 ). A biasing force was applied evenly across the whole molecule to reach the O-CFTR target structure over a 10 ns simulation, arriving at a final RMSD between the simulation structure and O-CFTR of ,0.3 Å .
Snapshots of the TMD trajectory reveal a progressing ''conformational wave'' during the opening transition ( Figure 4 ), similar to that seen in nicotinic acetylcholine receptors during their transition between closed and open states [55] . This comprises three main stages: 1) pushing together of NBDs and contraction of the inner vestibule (C0 C1 states), 2) NBDs forming a tight dimer and bending at the intracellular extensions of the TM helices that form the intracellular loops (ICLs) (C1 C2), and 3) propagation of conformational change through TM helix rotation plus translation of the two transmembrane ''wings'' of the molecule -comprised of TM1 + TM2 + TM9 + TM10 + TM11 + TM12 and TM7 + The predicted pore is visualized using HOLE [58] and VMD , and shown in blue (radius . 3.0 Å ) and green (radius , 3.0 Å ). We note the existence of an inner and an outer vestibule, separated by a narrow region flanked by the selectivity-conferring S341 residue on TM6 and T1134 on TM12. Pore-lining residues in sites that were both found to be reactive to MTS reagents in previously published experiments, irrespective of channel state and predicted by our O-CFTR model to be surface accessible are shown as yellow spheres. Residues that were expected to be pore-lining from experiment but do not appear so in our model are colored purple. B: A comparison of the surface accessibility of sites on TM6 [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] and TM12 [17, 31, 36, [44] [45] [46] predicted to be accessible from experiment in our model and others (Serohijos [19] ; Mornon [20] ; Norimatsu: 5 ns snapshot from [23] ; Dalton [24] ). doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0074574.g002 Figure 3 . State dependent-accessibility of R334C. These images show CFTR from the extracellular side, with the mutant residue R334C represented in CPK colors, and all residues with atoms within 5 Å of R334C shown as pink spheres. R334C is largely buried by its neighboring residues in the open channel state, exposing only 3.8% of its surface area to solvent. On the other hand, in the closed channel, R334C is more exposed (32.9% accessible). This is in accordance with experimental results demonstrating the preferential closed-state accessibility of R334C [51, 52] . doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0074574.g003 TM8 + TM3 + TM4 + TM5 + TM6, respectively -away from each other in the direction perpendicular to the NBD dimer interface. This NBD-initiated transition pathway is consistent with the notion that ATP binding regulates channel gating by driving conformational changes in the transmembrane pore [16] .
Due to the similarity of its asymmetric nucleotide binding domains to those proposed in CFTR, a recently published crystal structure of the bacterial ABC transporter TM287/288 [56] that has nucleotide bound in the degenerate catalytic site may serve as a useful template for the C1 partial dimer state of CFTR. A comparison of the NBDs from this structure to those in our snapshots confirms that the 2.5 ns snapshot of our TMD trajectory most closely resembles the purported partial dimer closed state of TM287/288 ( Figure S5 ).
Tracking Conformational Changes
In order to track the progression of the conformational wave as it travels from the NBDs through the ICLs to the transmembrane region, we charted the formation and breaking of the residue pair interactions shown in Figure 5A over the course of the simulation. In the NBDs, we tracked the distance between the side chains of residues R555 (NBD1) and T1246 (NBD2), which have been suggested to participate in a hydrogen bond interaction upon NBD dimerization [16] . In the TM helices, the formation of the R352-D993 [30, 57] salt bridge was followed. In the ICLs, we discovered a novel salt bridge interaction between residues R258 and E282 in our simulations that exists in the closed state but is broken in the transition to the open channel as the passing conformational wave causes these residues to move apart.
Tracking these interactions over the course of the 10 ns simulation confirms the overall direction in which the transition progresses ( Figure 5B) . The distance between R555 and T1246 decreases monotonically over the first 4 ns of the simulation as the NBDs were pushed together, and is then locked with the formation of a stable hydrogen bond at ,5 ns. The breaking of the closedstate R258-E282 salt bridge follows at ,6 ns, as the intracellular extensions of TM4 and TM5 slide past each other with the contraction of the cytoplasmic vestibule. The conformational wave then leads to rotations in TM6 and TM9, bringing residues R352 and D993 closer together until a stable salt-bridge is formed between them after ,7 ns.
The pore radius profile at different points of the simulation provides another means of tracking the transition ( Figure 6) . Snapshots of the trajectory at 0, 2.5, 5, 7.5, and 10 ns were saved and the pore radius along the pore axis in each was determined using the program HOLE [58] . Over the first 5 ns, we noted a contraction of the inner vestibule, presumably as a result of the cytosolic domains being pushed together. During this period, the conduction pore radius is never larger than a chloride ion throughout its length, demonstrating that the channel is indeed closed when the NBDs are dissociated or in the early stages of dimer formation in our simulation. Subsequently, the formation of a tight NBD dimer results in conformational changes in the TM region leading to its expansion. A through-pore that is continuously larger than a chloride ion develops at 7.5 ns and is maintained through the end of the simulation, and is characterized by an inner vestibule and a large outer vestibule separated by a ''narrow region'' centered around S341 in TM6. Such a pore profile is in agreement with experimental data suggesting the existence of a narrow region and anion selectivity filter around S341 [32, 43] .
Side-chain Interactions
As the channel opening transition sweeps through the structure, the local microenvironment around each residue could change as a result of backbone translation and rotation, exposing them to interactions with various neighboring residues over the course of the transition. We analyzed all 104 basic arginine and lysine residues in our models for close contacts (#5 Å separation between side chains) with neighboring negatively charged (aspartate or glutamate) and hydroxyl-containing (serine, threonine, tyrosine) amino acids for salt bridge and hydrogen-bonding interactions, and classified them as being closed-state (existing primarily over the first half of the channel opening TMD simulation), open-state (existing primarily in the latter half), or persistent interactions. Beside the previously established R347-D924, R352-D993, and R555-T1246 interactions [10, 16, 29, 30] , the results shown in Table S2 predict the existence of 89 additional amino acid Figure 5 . Tracking the conformational changes in CFTR channel opening by following particular side-chain interactions. A shows close-ups of the R352-D993 salt bridge [30] and the R555-T1246 inter-NBD hydrogen bond [16] , which exist only in the open state, and the proposed novel R258-E282 and R334-E217 salt bridges which exist only in the closed state. Tracking the formation and breaking of these interactions over the course of the simulation (B) shows that the NBDs form a stable dimer at around 4 ns. The conformational wave then proceeds upwards through the ICLs, where the R258-E282 salt bridge is broken at ,6 ns, and then to the transmembrane region where the R352-D993 salt bridge is formed nearly 7 ns after the beginning of the simulation. The point at which the R334-E217 salt bridge that stabilizes the closed state breaks is also indicated (,6.3 ns). Distances between residues in part (B) are measured between interacting side chain heavy atoms, specifically the guanidinium N of arginines, carboxyl O of E282 and D993, and hydroxyl O of T1246. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0074574.g005
interactions that have not previously been reported. These interactions involve residues that have been linked to 86 different CF-causing missense and deletion mutations [59] . We hypothesize that these interactions may be vital either to stabilizing a particular CFTR state or to the overall structural integrity of the protein.
Experimental Support for the Models
One of the intraprotein interactions suggested by our modeling effort, which has not been indicated in previous models, is the R334-E217 salt bridge ( Figure 5A ). This salt bridge is seen in our simulations to be stable throughout the proposed C0, C1, and C2 closed states, finally breaking after approximately 6.3 ns of the simulation have elapsed -following the formation of the tight NBD dimer and changes in interactions in the ICLs -during the final transition to the open channel O state ( Figure 5B ). To provide experimental confirmation of the closed and open structures, and the transitions between the two, we asked whether cysteines engineered at these two positions in the double-mutant, R334C/E217C-CFTR, could be functionally crosslinked. We expressed the double mutant channels in Xenopus oocytes, and measured macroscopic currents (see Methods). The traces in Figure 7 show that R334C/E217C-CFTR can repeatedly be activated by stimulation of the co-expressed beta2-adrenergic receptor using isoproterenol, without substantial decrement in peak current prior to exposure to the crosslinker MTS-2-MTS. When the same cell was exposed to MTS-2-MTS in the absence of isoproterenol ( Figure 7B ), when most of the channels should be closed, subsequent exposure to isoproterenol failed to activate CFTR channels to the same degree as prior to MTS-2-MTS; these results are consistent with the notion that R334C and E217C are positioned very near each other in the channel closed state. In the lower trace ( Figure 7C) , the cell was exposed to MTS-2-MTS in the continuing presence of isoproterenol, which resulted in a rapid decrease in current; after washout of isoproterenol and crosslinker, channels could not be reactivated by a second exposure to isoproterenol alone. When fully activated under physiological conditions, CFTR channels are only open ,40% of the time [60] . The loss of macroscopic current in this experiment, then, represents trapping of channels in the closed state by the MTS-2-MTS crosslinker. Subsequent exposure to DTT to break the disulfide bond(s) enabled activation upon re-application of isoproterenol ( Figure 7C) . In control experiments, exposure to MTS-2-MTS did not have similar effects on the single mutants R334C-CFTR and E217C-CFTR, with respect to the ability to re-open channels after MTS-2-MTS exposure ( Figure S6) . Similarly, exposure of the double mutant to monofunctional MTS reagents did not impact the ability to activate CFTR channels upon subsequent reapplication of isoproterenol ( Figure  S7) . Inspection of the C0-and O-CFTR models indicates that the side chains of R334C and E217C are, indeed, close enough to be crosslinked by MTS-2-MTS only in the closed state ( Figure S8) . The results in Figure 7 are consistent with the notion that R334 and E217 approach each other closely in the closed state of CFTR and that this salt bridge breaks as the channel opens, as predicted by our TMD simulations.
Discussion
New Homology Models
Understanding structure-function relationships in CFTR will aid in the development of therapeutic treatments for the underlying cause of CF. While a static molecular model may provide a framework for drug development, in reality, the CFTR pore surely occupies an ensemble of conformers -rather than a single frozen state. The dynamics and ensemble characteristics of various homology models have previously been studied using free molecular dynamics simulations rather than TMD [21, 23, 24, 26] . Data from experimental studies, in addition, provide insight about Figure 6 . Tracking the pore radius profile over the course of the simulation. Pore radius at different points along the transmembrane pore axis for the 0, 2.5, 5, 7.5, and 10 ns snapshots of the TMD trajectory using HOLE [58] . The first 5 ns of the simulation are characterized by a reduction in the transmembrane (shaded region) pore radius as the NBDs are pushed together, resulting in a pore that is too constricted for chloride conduction at the extracellular end. After 7.5 ns, the conformational changes propagate to the TM region, resulting in an expansion in the transmembrane pore that is complete by the 10 ns snapshot. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0074574.g006 functional states (also reflecting ensembles of conformers) and interactions that are more likely than others. Our aim in this study was to create a single consensus model that best incorporates much of the available experimental information about the CFTR open channel structure. Previous models proposed by Serohijos et al. [19] , Alexander et al. [21] and Norimatsu et al. [23] did not include the established salt bridge between residues R347 and D924 [29] , and the R352-D993 [30] salt bridge interaction did not exist in the open state model of Mornon et al. [20] . Our Sav1866-based O-CFTR model correctly accommodates all of this structural information, and, like the models from Dalton [24] and Norimatsu [23] and colleagues, contains a transmembrane pore region depicting inner and outer vestibules separated by a narrow region near the selectivity-conferring residues S341 and T338 [23, 32] . Our C0-CFTR closed channel model uses a mouse P-gp template reported at much higher resolution than the MsbA structure previously used by Mornon et al. [22] ; our model also included a swap of the N-and C-terminal to improve the alignment (see Methods) similar to the model recently published by Furukawa-Hagiya and coworkers [26] .
Although CFTR is thought to cycle between a closed state with partially-dimerized NBDs (C1) and a tight-dimer open state (O) during its action as a chloride channel, it is also known to transport large substrates such as the glutathione antioxidant tripeptide (GSH) [61] . Given the disparity in size between the chloride ion and GSH, transport of GSH may require the much larger inner vestibule provided by the fully NBD-dissociated state represented in our C0-CFTR model. As shown in Figure 6 , the ion channel pore/putative substrate binding pocket exhibits a fairly wide diameter to nearly its external end in the 0 ns model, which is somewhat collapsed during the first 5 ns of the simulation.
While some experimental data, such as the salt bridge interactions and accessibility of pore-lining residues, were built into our models as constraints, we also observe that the models Figure 7 . Crosslinking R334C to E217C locks CFTR channels into the closed state. A: TMD simulations predicted a salt bridge interaction between residues R334 and E217 that persists throughout the initial C0 inward-facing state, C1 partial dimer closed state, and C2 closed transition states over the first 5 ns of the simulation. This salt bridge was predicted to break during channel opening as the ECLs move apart during the last 5 ns of the simulation. B: Representative trace (left) and summary data (right) for macroscopic currents measured from R334C/E217C-CFTR with addition of the crosslinker MTS-2-MTS in the absence of isoproterenol (ISO), used to activate channels. ND96 = control bath solution. C: Representative trace and summary data for currents measured from R334C/E217C-CFTR with the crosslinker MTS-2-MTS added in the continuing presence of isoproterenol. DTT = dithiotreitol reducing agent. Current levels in the summary data are given relative to control conditions prior to first exposure to ISO, and normalized to maximal current in response to ISO1. ** = p,0.001 compared to ISO1 in n = 4 experiments each. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0074574.g007
accurately predict results that were not explicitly controlled for during model generation. For example, cysteine mutants at residue R334 in the outer mouth of the pore [52, 53] have been demonstrated to be more reactive to MTS reagents in the closed channel state than in the open channel. This residue is more exposed in our C0-CFTR model than in our O-CFTR model. These findings give us confidence in the predictive power of these models and in their ability to explain and interpret functional data in terms of specific structural changes in the CFTR molecule. It is our hope that these improved models of CFTR will serve as a useful visualization tool for experimenters in designing and interpreting results from structure-function studies, and as an accurate reference state from which to begin simulation studies of CFTR.
Targeted Molecular Dynamics Simulations
Recent studies have employed MD simulations to sample the conformational space around particular CFTR homology models [21, 23, 24, 26] . Simulating large-scale conformational transitions using conventional MD, however, is unfeasible in typical timescales. In a recent study by Furukawa-Hagiya et al. [26] , a free MD simulation starting with a homology model of the CFTR closed state with MgATP bound in the NBDs did not reveal any significant widening of the transmembrane pore over 100 ns. In the present study, we used targeted molecular dynamics to generate a trajectory of one possible transition pathway between C0-CFTR and O-CFTR. Although the use of a biasing force in this technique prevents definite prediction of the true transition pathway, TMD has been successfully employed to study several other ABC proteins [62, 63] , and it can provide valuable information about events that may take place during the transition, including large-scale motions of backbone structures, and the changing interaction partners and surface accessibility of particular residues as the transition progresses.
It should be noted that, while the pattern of changes in interactions exhibit a general trend from the NBDs upward, the vertical position along the pore axis of a particular interacting pair in our simulation is not an absolute determinant of the order in which it changes. Thus, while the closed-state salt bridge pair R334-E217 is located in the extracellular loops -further away from the NBDs than any of the other pairs shown in Figure 5 it appears to break at 6.3 ns, before transmembrane R352-D993 salt bridge is formed, indicating that at least partial freeing of the ECLs may be required for the helical rotations that lead to the transmembrane pore opening.
In our simulations the most significant change during the initial stages of the transition from C0 (0 ns) involves the translation of the NBDs toward each other and the concomitant contraction of the cytoplasmic vestibule below R352, as suggested by Figure 6 . Such an NBD-initiated transition is consistent with the longstanding hypothesis that ATP binding at the NBDs initiates channel opening in CFTR [16] . After 2.5 ns, the NBDs come into close approach, but the R555-T1246 inter-NBD hydrogen bond has not yet formed, and the channel is closed to ion conduction (Figures 4, 5) . Of the trajectory snapshots analyzed, the NBDs of the 2.5 ns snapshot have the lowest RMSD when superimposed onto the NBDs of the recently crystallized TM287/288 bacterial ABC transporter [56] which, like CFTR, has asymmetric NBDs containing one degenerate nucleotide binding site. This suggests that the 2.5 ns snapshot may approximate the C1 partial dimer state that CFTR primarily occupies when closed to ion conduction. Halfway through the trajectory, we observe a state where the NBDs are close enough for a hydrogen bond between R555 and T1246 to form, but the pore radius in the transmembrane region still remains too constricted to allow the passage of a chloride ion. This configuration may represent the ATP-bound full dimer closed channel transition state that CFTR is thought to adopt during its gating cycle (C2) [16] . A thermodynamic analysis by Csanády et al. [64] suggested that this transition state contains a high degree of conformational strain, and analysis of our simulation trajectory reveals kinks in the intracellular loop regions in this state that may contribute to this. Lending further support to the 5 ns structure as a model for the C2 closed transition state, we note that known open-state interactions such as the R352-D993 salt bridge have not yet occurred at this stage ( Figure 5B ). In the latter half of the simulation, there is an expansion of the transmembrane pore region (Figure 6 ), culminating in a through-pore with radius continuously greater than that of a chloride ion ( Figure 4) . As the O-CFTR target state is approached, the structure contains inner and outer vestibules separated by a (possibly selectivity-conferring) narrow region. We note that this narrow, open region persists during the entire transition between the C1 and O states in our simulations, despite a widening of the pore in the outer vestibule. The stability of this region was demonstrated by Liu et al. [65] who showed that the constriction in this region to extracellularly applied reagents remains stable over temperatures from 22uC to 37uC, despite major conformational changes in the outer vestibule.
As the only ABC protein known to have channel-like properties, insights into CFTR structure are difficult to extract based solely on studies of the crystal structures of one state or another in other ABC transporters. Our simulations provide insights into the nature of the C1 partial dimer and C2 closed transition state and the large-scale motions involved in the transition between these various states.
Novel Predicted Side-Chain Interactions
One of the most promising aspects of our simulations is the ability to track the formation and dissociation of specific residue pair interactions as the backbone structures are transformed between the various channel states, and we report here possible contacts for all positively charged (arginine and lysine) residues over the course of the transition (Table S2) . These predictions will guide experiments to further define the structure of this unique and unusual protein, and, in this study, a novel salt bridge between R334 and E217 predicted to break during channel opening was confirmed experimentally using functional crosslinking ( Figure 7) ; this result also helps explain the heretofore unclear role of R334 in CFTR function [34, 51, 52] . Notably, many of the amino acids that participate in these predicted interactions are also involved in CF disease-associated mutations. These predictions should offer insight into the structural defects that lead to CFTR dysfunction in these mutants, and, ultimately, into mechanisms that could enable their correction.
Materials and Methods
Homology Modeling of the Open State
A homology model of the open state of CFTR was created using the crystal structure of Sav1866 (PDB: 2HYD) [18] as a template. First, a sequence alignment between CFTR and Sav1866 in the program AlignMe [66] was generated by combining sequence homology (using the BLOSUM62 substitution matrix), a slidingwindow average hydrophobicity profile (using the KD hydrophobicity scale [67] ), PSIPRED predictions of secondary structure [68] , and OCTOPUS transmembrane topology predictions [69] . In addition, the correct alignment of buried and exposed residues in TM6 and TM12 was enforced by adding a custom measure of similarity to the AlignMe input. A profile of percentage solvent accessible surface areas was generated for each residue in the Sav1866 template in TM6 and TM12 using VMD [70] , and this was aligned to a counterpart profile on the CFTR sequence containing predictions of pore-accessibility of residues in TM6 and TM12 based on published experimental data (residues were assigned a score of 100 if thought to be accessible from the pore, 0 if buried). The program then used this information to align residues in the CFTR sequence thought to be pore-accessible to sites on the Sav1866 template with high solvent-accessible surface areas. The region of the CFTR sequence containing the R-domain (residues 650 through 856) was omitted from all of the modeling in this study, since no analogous structure exists in the ABC templates, and it is in fact thought to be largely unstructured [15] . The Sav1866 template structure was crystallized with ADP at both NBD binding sites, but these were removed in our homology models. Homology modeling was carried out in Modeller v. 9.10 [28] , with the addition of minimum distance restraints between the salt bridge pairs R347-D924 and R352-D993, as well as restraints between residues thought to be cross-linkable (for a complete list of distance restraints used, see Table S1 ). Ten models were generated, and the best one -based on observed maintenance of the known salt bridges and solvent accessibility of predicted pore-lining residues in TM6 and TM12 -was selected for further study (O-CFTR). Stereochemical quality of the final model was validated using PROCHECK [50] . The radius profile of the ion conduction pore was analyzed using the program HOLE [58] along the axis normal to the lipid bilayer. Figure S9 
Homology Modeling of the Closed State
A similar procedure to that described above was used to generate a sequence alignment between CFTR and the closed state template, murine P-glycoprotein (PDB:3G5U) [27] , using sequence, hydrophobicity and predicted secondary structure information. An initial comparison of the lengths of the extracellular loops revealed similarities between MSD1 of CFTR and MSD2 of P-gp and vice versa ( Figure S2 ), and these domains were thus switched during the modeling procedure. Given the low sequence homology between P-gp and CFTR in the MSDs, it is not possible to determine whether this domain switching has evolutionary significance, although the assertion that full-transporters such as CFTR and P-gp may have been independently assembled from ancestral half-transporter genes [10, 71] does not preclude this possibility.
Unlike the open-state model, there is a dearth of structural information that could be incorporated in our modeling of the closed state. Anchors for the alignment were, however, provided by the expectation that gross reorganization of the transmembrane topology would not occur in the transition from the closed state to the open state: residues embedded in the transmembrane region in the creation of the O-CFTR model were expected to persist in the membrane in the closed state model. Using predictions of the position of the transmembrane region from the Orientation of Proteins in Membranes (OPM) database [72] , the generated sequence alignment was checked and manual adjustments were made where needed in order to ensure a topological match between the generated closed state model and the previously generated O-CFTR model; residues predicted to be in the transmembrane region in the O-CFTR model were aligned to corresponding transmembrane residues in the P-gp template. No additional restraints were used during modeling in Modeller 9.10 [28] . PROCHECK [50] was used to check stereochemical quality of the generated C0-CFTR model which revealed 93% of the residues to be in the most-favored regions, 7% in allowed regions, and none in disallowed regions.
Targeted Molecular Dynamics
In order to carry out a realistic simulation of a channel opening event, the closed state-protein model, C0-CFTR, was first embedded in a membrane environment and then solvated and ionized using VMD 1.9.1 [70] . A 120 Å6120 Å membrane patch consisting of 343 POPC residues was generated, into which the protein was inserted based on the calculated transmembrane position of the P-gp template recorded in the Orientation of Proteins in Membranes database [72] . The system was then solvated and neutralized by the addition of TIP3P water molecules [54] (a 3-site water model for which the CHARMM27 force field has been optimized), 146 K + atoms and 155 Cl 2 atoms (ionic strength 150 mM) to form a 120 Å6120 Å6160 Å simulation box ( Figure S4 ). The full system comprised 218,356 atoms. NAMD 2.8 [73] was used for simulating this system, using the CHARMM27 force field [74] in a Langevin temperature and pressure controlled (NPT @ 300K) ensemble and periodic boundary conditions with particle-mesh Ewald electrostatics. Following energy minimization to remove van der Waals clashes within the system, the lipid membrane tails were first allowed to ''melt'' together to remove gaps in the generated patch, while holding all other components of the system fixed. This was followed by a 10 ns molecular dynamics (MD) equilibration of the entire system with only the protein held restrained. Targeted molecular dynamics (TMD) simulations were then carried out through the addition of a TMD potential to the force field of the backbone a-carbon atoms, of the form:
where RMS(t) was the instantaneous best fit RMS distance of the coordinates at time t from the target coordinates (the O-CFTR model), and RMS*(t) evolved linearly from the initial RMSD to zero over the course of the 10 ns simulation, thus having the effect of reducing the RMSD between the protein and the target as the simulation progressed. The TMD force constant, k, was set to 5 kcal/(mol Å 2 ). Snapshots of the simulation trajectory taken at 0 ns, 2.5 ns, 5 ns, 7.5 ns, and 10 ns were saved and their pores were analyzed using the program HOLE [58] along the axis normal to the lipid bilayer. The PDB files for each of these snapshots can be found at: http://harvey.gatech.edu/cftr/PLoSONE_2013/.
Electrophysiology Experiments
Experimental approaches were identical to those described in detail previously [30] , so are given here in brief form. Stage V-VI oocytes were isolated from Xenopus laevis, under a protocol approved by the IACUC at Emory University, and injected with cRNA encoding wildtype human CFTR or mutants bearing cysteines engineered at position 334 and/or 217 on the wildtype background. Macroscopic currents were measured using an Axon Axoclamp 900A amplifier (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA) at a holding potential of -60 mV, and were activated upon stimulation of the co-expressed human beta2-adrenergic receptor by exposure to 10 mM isoproterenol added to the bath solution (ND96, containing in mM 96 NaCl, 2 KCl, 1 MgCl 2 , and 5 HEPES, pH 7.5). Cells were exposed to 1 mM 1,2-ethanediyl bismethanethiosulfonate (MTS-2-MTS; Toronto Research Chemicals, CANADA) in the presence or absence of isoproterenol. Figure S6 Effects of 1 mM MTS2-2MTS on R334C-CFTR and E217C-CFTR channels. Representative traces (left) and summary data (right) for macroscopic currents measured from R334C-(A) and E217C-CFTR (B) by two-electrode voltage clamp. Channels were activated by exposure of the oocyte to isoproterenol (ISO). ND96 = control bath solution. At this concentration, MTS-2-MTS acts as a pore-blocker, reducing the current levels of both mutants. MTS-2-MTS also appeared to covalently decrease macroscopic current at R334C-CFTR, but not E217C-CFTR, perhaps due to alteration of charge or sidechain volume. However, the bifunctional MTS reagent was not capable of covalently locking closed CFTR channels bearing a single cysteine, unlike its effect on channels bearing cysteines at both positions (Figure 7 ). Current levels in the summary data are given relative to control conditions prior to first exposure to ISO, and are normalized to maximal current in the response to ISO1 (Imax). *, p,0.05 compared to ISO1. n = 3 for both mutants. (TIF) Figure S7 Effects of MTSET (ET+) and MTSES (ES-) on R334C/E217C-CFTR channels. Representative traces (left) and summary data (right) for macroscopic currents measured from R334C/E217C-CFTR by two-electrode voltage clamp with addition of the 1 mM monofunctional MTS reagents MTSET + (ET + ) or MTSES 2 (ES 2 ) in the presence of isoproterenol (ISO). ND96 = control bath solution. Both ET + and ES 2 covalently bound to R334C/E217C-CFTR. MTSET + led to an increase in current, part of which decayed upon washout of reagent and thus was not covalent. MTSES 2 led to a decrease in current, all of which appeared to be covalent. Importantly, neither MTSET + nor MTSES 2 inhibited the subsequent activation by ISO. Current changes in response to ISO are given relative to control conditions prior to first exposure to ISO1 (I ISO1 ), and current changes by covalent modification by MTS reagents are given relative to the maximal current in response to ISO1(I MTS ). Covalent change by MTS = I MTS /I ISO1 . n = 4 experiments each. (TIF) Figure S8 Distances between residues in R334C-E217C Double Mutant. PyMOL (Schrödinger, LLC) was used to mutate residues R334 and E217 to cysteines in the 2.5 ns (C1 partial dimer closed) and 10 ns (O open) snapshots. The distance between the side-chain sulfhydryl groups in the C1 state (2.5 ns) was found to be 5.3 Å , and in the O state (10 ns) snapshot it was 13.7 Å . (TIF) Figure S9 Ramachandran plot of the O-CFTR model. Analysis using PROCHECK [6] reveals 94.6% (910 of 962) nonglycine and non-proline residues in the most favorable "core" regions of the Ramachandran plot (colored red). Of the remainder, 4.6% (44 residues) were found in "additional allowed" regions (orange), and four residues (labeled) were in "generously allowed regions". No residues in O-CFTR were found in disallowed regions of the Ramachandran plot. Glycine residues are plotted as triangles, and all others as squares. (TIF) 
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